
  

 

Greetings, 

This is going to be a busy year for the NM Chapter.  But before I get started discussing chapter business, I would first 
like to congratulate Dr. Martha Desmond, recipient of the Professional of the Year Award, Matthew Gould and 
Andrew Lawrence both graduate students from NMSU for receiving the NMTWS Biodiversity Scholarship, and the 
NMSU Student Chapter for winning the first quiz bowl at the 2014 JAM in Pinetop, AZ. 

The NM Chapter will be hosting the 2015 JAM.  The Board and I will be discussing locations, venues, and a conference 
theme over the next month or so.  As always, we are in need of help in both planning and execution of the meeting.  
If you have any ideas for a potential plenary theme, workshop ideas, or would like to assist in some capacity please 
contact me via email.  See the call for assistance later in the newsletter. 

This year we will continue the restructuring of the Conservation Affairs Network in cooperation with the National 
TWS and Southwest Section.  As part of this restructuring, the NM Chapter’s Conservation Affairs Committee will be 
more formally integrated into the Section and National network.  Brian Hanson has graciously agreed to serve as the 
chair for this committee.  If you are interested in participating on this committee please contact Brian at 
bhtwsnm@comcast.net. 

This year, I hope to finalize the revision to our chapter bylaws that we started last year.  Once the Board completes 
the revisions and updates to the bylaws, we will be sending them out for an up or down vote by the membership. 

Many of you have undoubtedly heard that Albuquerque was chosen as the host for the 2017 National TWS Meeting.  
However, we recently received word that in all likelihood the TWS National conference will likely be moved to 2018 
for Albuquerque.  The reason for this change is largely due to an opportunity to co-host the 2017 meeting in Tampa 
with the American Fisheries Society, which brings with it potential scientific benefits, excellent conference facilities, 
and financial benefits for TWS.  While I have been informed that 
this change is not 100% certain yet, in all likelihood we will not 
be hosting the national meeting until 2018.  I will keep you 
posted. 

As always, the Board and I are here to serve the chapter and its 
membership, so feel free to contact me or one of the Board 
members and let us know how we can be of assistance. 

Cheers, 

Jimmy Cain 

NMTWS President  
 

 

NM-TWS Website: http://wildlife.org/NM/ 

Follow us on Twitter: @NewMexicoTWS 

NM-TWS Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/pages/The‐Wildlife‐Society‐New‐Mexico‐Chapter/122478411098284 
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New Newsletter Editor―Ryan Walker 

As former newsletter editor Renae Held has moved on to help with new ventures within 
TWS, I decided it was time to step up and help out where I could.  I am currently employed 
with the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, and have been the Regional Wildlife 
Biologist for the northeastern portion of the state for the last 6 years.  As a Regional 
Wildlife Biologist I get to work on a variety of species across many of New Mexico’s varied habitat types.  I get to 
work with landowners, other biologists, and the public to find a balance to managing New Mexico’s wildlife 
resources through surveys, population modeling, captures and translocations, meetings, and rule development.  I 
have enjoyed my time in New Mexico thus far and look forward to serving as the newsletter editor. 

I would like to provide the membership with an up-to-date perspective on research and management across the 
state.  As such, I will be rather persistent about updates and information from chapter members.  If you ever have 
something you would like included in the newsletter, send me an email (ryan.walker@state.nm.us) and I will see 
about including your submission in the next edition.   

I would also like to have a greater variety of pictures to use in the newsletter.  If you have any pictures that you 
would like to share please email me.   

Desert Bighorn Sheep Research―Rebekah Karsch and James Cain, NMSU 

We are in the latter stages of a project examining neonatal desert bighorn sheep survival rates and cause-specific 
mortality factors in the Peloncillo Mountains in southwestern New Mexico. We are also investigating 

environmental characteristics associated with parturition 
and nursery site selection by the ewes, as well as lamb 
mortality sites. We implanted vaginal implant transmitters 
(VITs) in 39 pregnant ewes in 2012 and 2013 in order to be 
alerted to a parturition event. The use of VITs allowed us 
to capture a total of 26 lambs over 2 years, 14 of which 
died. There were 5 mountain lion kills, 4 coyote kills, 1 gray 
fox kill, 2 unknown predator kills, 1 that died of unknown 
causes, and 1 that died as a result of abandonment.  

Estimation of survival rates and other analyses are still in 
progress. The findings from this research will be utilized to 
identify limiting factors so that management practices can 
be implemented that will help improve lamb survival, thus 
allowing continued growth of this bighorn population.  

Black Bear Research―Jaclyn Adams and Zach Jones, ENMU 

We are using data from a black bear population density and abundance study executed at Vermejo Park Ranch in 
northern New Mexico during the summer of 2012.  The study utilized an increasingly popular sampling technique 
of hair snare traps.  Genetic analysis can be done using the roots of the hair samples collected from these traps to 
determine the species, individuality, and sex.  These data can be used to determine  the number of individual black 
bears that visited a specific trap. 

We are using a geographic information system (GIS) to map the location of each of ‒continued on Page 3 
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(continued from Page 2) 
the 284 hair snare traps and landscape variables surrounding them (i.e., topography, land 
cover, water sources, gas wells, roads).  Our goal is to examine the likelihood of landscape 
variables’ influence on hair snare trap placement and successful hair capture via bear 
visitation.  The purpose is to use this information to ideally place fewer traps during 
subsequent hair snare trapping at Vermejo Park Ranch, thus increasing the efficiency of 
sampling effort while maintaining a reasonable estimate of black bear population density and abundance. Such 
information is critical to informing any management effort surrounding black bear populations, especially as they 
interact with elk populations at Vermejo Park Ranch.  

Research activities at the Center for Applied Spatial Ecology―Virginia Seamster, 
NMSU 

I am currently working as a post doctoral research scientist in the Center for Applied Spatial Ecology (CASE) at 
New Mexico State University on a project funded by the South Central Climate Science Center (CSC). This project 
is being carried out in collaboration with scientists and other experts at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory and Natural Heritage New Mexico. The primary objective for this project is to assess the impact that 
varying climate and land use change scenarios will have on the distribution of key species and unfragmented 
habitat in the south-central United States (US). The results of this assessment of alternative future scenarios for 
the south-central US will then be integrated into the Crucial Habitat Assessment Tool (CHAT) for New Mexico 
(NM, http://nmchat.org/). This is a state-level version of a similar decision support tool that was developed for 
the western US by the Western Governor’s Wildlife Council (WGWC), wildlife management agencies, and other 
partners (http://westgovchat.org/). CHATs are intended to facilitate landscape-scale conservation, project 
planning, and climate adaptation, and for use by decision-makers at all levels of government. The NM CHAT 
provides excellent information on present-day distributions of species of 
concern, large unfragmented areas, and other variables that were identified 
as components of crucial wildlife habitat. Incorporation of information on 
potential future distributions of multiple species of concern and of 
unfragmented areas into the NM CHAT will enhance its utility for 
conservation planning and the extent to which it can inform climate 
adaptation efforts. Our methodology can be expanded to other states 
participating in the CHAT project and states where sufficient species 
observation data for bioclimatic-envelope model development have been 
collected. 

We have identified 20 terrestrial vertebrate species for which we will 
develop bioclimatic-envelope models (i.e., potential distributions of suitable 
climatic conditions). Many wildlife biologists and other stakeholders in New 
Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas were contacted in the process of selecting 
these 20 focal species, which include amphibians, birds, mammals, and 
reptiles. The species list includes the lesser prairie-chicken, Jemez 
Mountains salamander, and Gunnison’s and black-tailed prairie dogs. The 
bioclimatic-envelope models will be developed using present day climate 
data and projected onto potential future climatic conditions using data from 
multiple general circulation models (GCMs) that have been projected 
according to several greenhouse gas emissions scenarios and downscaled to 
a high resolution.‒continued on Page 4 
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(continued from Page 3) 
GCMs will be selected based on their skill in simulating climate variables identified as being 
especially important in determining the distributions of the 20 project focal species. We 
will also evaluate the extent to which our selected subset of GCMs, emissions scenarios, 
and downscaling techniques samples the broader range of variability of existing climate 
projections for the south-central US. The bioclimatic-envelope models will be refined using 
previously developed species occurrence models and land cover change scenarios. We will ultimately select an 
informative subset of the bioclimatic-envelope models for display in the NM CHAT. This subset will capture the 
variability associated with our projections of suitable environmental conditions for the focal species without 
inundating NM CHAT users with all possible combinations of GCMs, emissions scenarios, and downscaling 
techniques.  
 

I also recently submitted a manuscript that describes a process for characterizing a management unit in a broader 
ecological context and identifying conservation priorities. Our focal area for the manuscript is southwestern New 
Mexico, specifically the 6 counties included in the Bureau of Land Management’s (BLM) Las Cruces District (LCD). 
Following initial consultation with the BLM and other stakeholders in the region, we identified 18 species, 46 land 
cover types, and 22 biodiversity metrics (see map below) that are widespread or show relatively high species 
richness in the LCD compared to the area surrounding the LCD (i.e., the context region). Several context regions 
were considered. These regions were defined by state and ecoregion boundaries, as well as simple buffers (75 
and 150 km wide) around the LCD. The process described in the manuscript could potentially be applied to 
different kinds of management units (e.g., National Forests, National Wildlife Refuges, Game Management Units) 
located anywhere in the US.  
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Southwest Section  Update―Carol Chambers and Leland Pierce 

The Southwest Section held its annual business meeting as part of the Texas Chapter 
annual conference on February 20, 2014 in Austin, TX.  There Leland Pierce (NM) became 
president of the Section while Mark Wallace (TX) became president-elect.  Annaliese 
Scoggin (TX) was re-elected Secretary/Treasurer and Misty Sumner (TX) is past-

president.  Carol Chambers (AZ) remains the Section representative to the national council.  The executive 
board met on a conference call again and a major point of emphasis this year is to answer the question posed 
by a member of the New Mexico Chapter as to what, exactly, do members get for their dues to the Section.  A 
strategy will be developed to give members an idea of where the Section is going, both in the short- and long-

term.  This year will see the development of the Section Conservation Affairs Committee, chaired by Jim 
Ramakka (NM); already this year the committee has sent letters to US Senators 
urging investment in State Wildlife Grants.  Likely this year will also see the 
development of a committee for Women of Wildlife and perhaps a Professional 
Development committee as well.  In May, the Section will have a booth at the 
Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies sanctioned 26th Biennial 
Pronghorn Workshop in Alpine, TX and hope to see many New Mexico members 
there.  Candidates to replace Carol Chambers as Section Representative need to be 
identified for National TWS approval at the conference in Pittsburgh in October, so 
the Section will be leading that effort as well.   
 

Membership Did you know we now have 17 student chapters (AZ: 5, NM: 2, TX: 10) 
in our Section? Please consider sponsoring a student to introduce them to TWS at 
the national level ($41/student). Given the strong student numbers, involvement, 
and chapters in our Section, there is a lot of interest in TWS but students don’t 
always have the money to buy a membership. Our newest student chapter is Prescott College in Arizona! 
Samantha Vaughan, President of the Student Chapter sponsored a symposium on bats to the general public in 
April and had over 40 attendees for the day long program. Walt Anderson serves as Faculty Advisor. 
 

Meetings and Awards  The Southwest Section met for our annual meeting in conjunction with the Texas 
Chapter TWS 50th Anniversary meeting this year. The Section presented 2 awards.  The Lifetime Achievement 
Award was given to Roger Bumstead (NM) who helped establish the Section and the Outstanding Service 
Award was presented to Selma Glasscock (TX).  
 

To maintain an active presence at the AZ/NM TWS Joint Annual Meeting (JAM), the Section sponsored a 
Women of Wildlife Lunch and a Venomous Reptile Workshop. Both were fun and successful. Organizers of the 
JAM’s first quiz bowl were excited with its success–the room was packed with students. Maybe now is a good 
time to discuss a Section-level Conclave! 
 

Social Media The Southwest Section hit 226 likes on its Facebook page, up from 190 likes in December. Like us 
at The Wildlife Society Southwest Section Chapters Hub (https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Wildlife-

Society-Southwest-Section-Chapters-Hub/205755042835210). The TWS Women of Wildlife (WOW) Facebook 
page (https://www.facebook.com/pages/TWS-Women-of-Wildlife/234411723382592) is now at 790 likes, up 
from 736 in December.  
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Information from Carol Chambers 

Despite the snow and cold weather in other parts of the country, spring feels like it has 
arrived in the Southwest for most of us. I traveled to Denver for the mid-year TWS Council 
meeting in early March. The new 5-year Strategic Plan (2014‒2019) developed at the 
Annual Conference in Milwaukee focuses on 5 themes, and is expected to be available to 
members in May. The Strategic Plan supports more interaction among professionals, greater communication 
within and outside the profession, and science-based conservation. TWS wants to be the go-to organization 
for anyone who wants to know more about wildlife and wildlife issues.  

All departments at the Washington, DC TWS office are staffed again. Lisa Moore (back from a short leave of 
absence) and Laura Bies continue as Director of Publications and Communications, and Government Affairs 
and Partnerships, respectively. Ed Thompson, as the new Chief Operating Officer, is prioritizing ideas for TWS 
members. In a new development, we now have a Manager for Development, Hedy Ross, who will help 
fundraise for TWS. TWS is now on stronger financial footing having revamped financial tracking and 
reporting. We finish this year in the black.  

Policy Position Statements are under review–we are categorizing them into 3 groups. Values and Principles 
that will be incorporated into the TWS Strategic Plan, Bylaws, or a separate document, and reflect our 

philosophical views and science-informed perspectives. Position Statements will 
remain a category; these provide in depth analyses of policy and are crafted by 
TWS members, experts, or staff. Issue Statements will be quick responses to 
sensitive issues and crafted by staff. In addition, Fact Sheets will be supporting 
documents for Position or Issue Statements. These changes will allow us to be 
more nimble in responding to wildlife issues. 

Membership National membership reached just under 10,000 members for 
2013 (we were close to 11,000 in 2012). We hope with firmer financial footing 
we’ll be able to recover lapsed members and encourage new members to join. 
TWS will launch a new Wildlife Partner Program to encourage new members 
this spring–since you value TWS, look for an opportunity to get new subscribers 
into this program or regular membership.  

Conferences New Mexico received the 2017 TWS Annual Cconference nod 
and the plan was to arrive in Albuquerque in October that year. However, in late-breaking news, the 
American Fisheries Society asked TWS to partner with their Tampa, 
Florida meeting in August 2017. Following discussions with New Mexico 
Board and Section Members we agreed the change in date would not 
negatively affect the Albuquerque meeting so it will be changed to 
October 2018.  

Get ready for the 21st annual TWS meeting in 
Pittsburg, October 25‒30, 2014. 
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NMSU Student Chapter―Clay Morrow 

Our organization has had quite an eventful semester.  We have participated in a fair 
amount of volunteer work as well as attended out-of-state events for our society. At the 
beginning of the semester, some of our members went to Arabella, New Mexico to work 
with the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish to assist with the capture and 
processing of deer for an ongoing project on mule deer survival.  Some other volunteer work our 
organization was involved with includes a Mexican Grey Wolf capture held at the Sevilleta National Wildlife 
Refuge.  There may also be an opportunity for some students to assist with the desert bighorn sheep census 
towards the end of the semester.  In the fall, we will be running the NMDGF Chronic Wasting Disease check 
station for which we will rely on many student volunteers.  We also took a group of about 20 students to Pine 
Top, AZ for the New Mexico/Arizona Wildlife Society Joint Annual Meeting.  Among these students were 3 
teams that participated in the first quiz bowl to be held at this particular event.  One of our teams took first 
place in this competition and we hope to see quiz bowl return to the JAM next year.  Nearly 10 members also 
attended The Wildlife Society Western 
Student Conclave where we participated in all 
the activities available.  Our quiz bowl team 
took third place after being defeated by 
Humboldt State in the winners bracket, then 
lost to Colorado State after defeating them 
earlier in the morning.  This week we are 
having our elections for the 2014‒2015 
officers of chapter. We are looking forward to 
another productive and eventful year.   
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NMDGF to get a new Director 

The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish is expected to have a new Director 
following the State Game Commission meeting on May 15, 2014.  The Commission 
narrowed the 13-person applicant pool to 4 interviewees, 2 internal and 2 external.  The 
following candidate information is from the NMDGF press release. 

 Edward "Ted" Koch is employed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. He holds a master's degree in 
 zoology and a bachelor's degree in biology. 

 Brian Wakeling is employed by the Arizona Game and Fish Department. He holds a master's degree in 
 environmental resources and a bachelor's degree in wildlife biology. 

 Alexandra J. Sandoval is employed by the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish. She holds a 
 master's degree in business administration and a bachelor's degree in wildlife management. 

 Matthew Wunder is employed by the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish. He holds a Ph.D in 
 natural resources and environment, and master's and bachelor's degrees in wildlife biology. 

Help needed with 2015 JAM 

NM TWS is hosting the 2015 AZ/NM AFS/TWS Joint Annual Meeting.  Your help is requested for the following 
planning committees: 

1) Program Layout and Printing 

2) Announcements and Publicity 

3) Meeting Registration 

4) Plenary/General Session 

5) Technical Sessions 

6) Poster Session 

7) Photo Contest 
8) Audio-Visual Equipment 
9) Commercial Exhibits and Vendor Sales 

10) Raffle/Auction 

11) Student Paper Judging 

12) Student Volunteers 

13) Awards for the Photo Contest and Wildlife Posters and Papers 

14) Job Board and Message Board 

15) Quiz Bowl 
16) Workshops 

 

If you are willing to help please email Jimmy Cain, 
jwcain@nmsu.edu. 
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New Mexico Chapter - 
The Wildlife Society 

P.O. Box 35936  
Albuquerque, NM 87176 

We’re on the Web! 
Check out our new website that was created 
last year.  http://wildlife.org/nm 

N E W  M E X I C O  C H A P T E R  O F  T H E  W I L D L I F E  S O C I E T Y  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Membership Form 

 

  

 

First name   

Last name   

Organization   

Address   

City   State   ZIP   

Telephone (day)   Fax   

Email   

NMTWS is an active affiliate of The Wildlife Society that is dedicated to 
promoting sound management and conservation of New Mexico's 
wildlife resources. 

Membership is open to all professionals, students, and laypersons 
interested in wildlife research, management, education, and 
administration.   

Our chapter works to maintain communication among wildlife 
professionals; encourages communication between those professionals 
and the general public; supports continuing education through grants, 
workshops, and regional meetings; encourages student involvement in 
the wildlife profession; and actively participates in shaping 
management and conservation policy through letters, public 
statements, and resolutions. 

 

Please join or update your membership today! 
Thank You! 

Please complete the membership form and mail it with your $8 dues to: 
The Wildlife Society 

New Mexico Chapter 

P.O. Box 35936 

Albuquerque, NM 87176-3593 

For updates to your mailing or email address  
please contact Dan Collins, dan_collins@fws.gov 

mailto:dan_collins@fws.gov

